Software Plumbing

Infrastructure. It’s easy to ignore, it’s often buried, and can tend to be dirty. I learned about infrastructure firsthand while in college. I paid for my dabbling in the dark arts of electronics with a great job on the maintenance crew for a large downtown shopping mall and high-rise. This place was packed with infrastructure. My most memorable lesson came when old Ben had me perched on the top of a really tall ladder armed with an overweight pipe wrench. Ben claimed to have personally known Gen. Patton and served him well in his engineering corps. He shared some great stories on the general’s tactical use of engineering, but that’s another story. In this instance, Ben was standing below – and some distance away from – my perch, directing his cadet plumber.

It was a bit smelly, but I was doing fine on my task when my outlook changed dramatically – through the open pipe I heard a toilet flush! I was never very athletic, but now I had a vision that made me cover 15 feet before Ben could get a word out. Ben was not amused at my desertion, and sent me back up the ladder. Once I realized my fears of a gushing pipe were unfounded, Ben could see that it was time I learned about infrastructure.

“Tony,” he said, “you need to know the two rules of plumbing, the first rule being that water flows downhill.” I quickly perceived that this first rule was the only reason I was still smiling.

“So what’s the second rule?” I asked.

“Don’t bite your fingernails!” he said.

Truth be known, it was Ben and his troops that kept the folks upstairs from biting their nails. The whole city block was cooled, heated, lubricated, lighted, and generally functioned because Ben and I were at work. I left Ben’s tutelage to begin my career in software and before long found that even software had something akin to infrastructure. The analogy isn’t perfect, but just like the undergirding of a building, my initial dabbling in code exposed the underpinnings of the software world, and included in that foundation I found configuration management (CM) and test.

Now, lest the hate mail flow, my reference of CM, test, and sewage in the same article is simply a matter of artistic contrivance to show that these disciplines – like infrastructure in the physical world – hold up the software universe. For example, I heard of one company whose CM was so neglected that the developers literally lost the baseline for their software. Imagine that! They climbed out of this hole by begging the productions developers literally lost the baseline for their software. Imagine that even software had something akin to infrastructure. The structure of CM. Being a test engineer often put me in similarly tight spots, but by then I had learned to enjoy it. We would work endless hours in the lab and if we ever showed up in the office, it meant trouble. You could feel the collective groan as we strode in and toyed with our teammates. Yes, indeed, personal pride is rarely measured in the cost of zero defects. Don’t get me wrong, this was gentle professional ribbing – the same sort of professionalism that produced the self-effacing Air Force Acronym Reference Compendium, better known in testing circles as the AFARC.

It might have been a bit rough at times, but the customer was the unknowing beneficiary. Working the infrastructure of software may feel sometimes like working the nameless unseen systems in Ben’s building, but that never seemed to bother Ben. He knew.
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